
Information from the organizers



Welcome! Some of us you will see around…

Francesco 
Conventi

Elvira Rossi Orso Iorio Marcello
Campajola

Carlo Di FraiaLeonardo FavillaAntonio 
Corvino

Francesco
Carnevali

Adele 
D’Onofrio

Antimo 
Cagnotta
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The conference center (part 1)

Mercurio

Saturno

Nettuno

We are here!

Note: representative sketch :
 rooms and corridors not in 1/1 scale!

All rooms WiFi: 
WIFI HOTEL ARISTON
Password:
Hotel2022

Coffee 
break

Registration counter

Entrance 
coming from 
the rooms

Tables
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Halls Cassandra and Medusa

Cassandra
(Leonardo, Carlo, 

Antonio)

Hotel Reception 
counter

Note: representative sketch :
 rooms and corridors not in 1/1 scale!

From conference 
centre  / rooms

Restaurant Minerva

The other rooms, Medusa and Cassandra are close to the hotel 
reception hall
⇒ One or two of the organizers will help guide you through!

Medusa
(Orso)

Main entrance

Sala Giunone (Conference 
Dinner on Thursday)
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Lunches, dinners, breakfasts!

Wednesday 11:

→ Lunch 13:00 and breakfast 20:00 buffet @ Minerva Restaurant (close to the Hotel 
reception)

Thursday 12:

→ Lunch 13:00 buffet @ Minerva Restaurant
→ Conference Dinner 20:00 buffet @  FillerName Hall

For the Conference Dinner: we will circulate a form to fill in about any dietary 
restrictions 

⇒ thank you for filling it in asap so we can accommodate your needs!

Friday 13:
→ Lunch 12:00 buffet @ Minerva Restaurant 
OR
→ Box Lunch if you are leaving with the bus 

⇒ also in this case, a form will be circulated among the bus passengers
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Shuttle service:
→ There is a shuttle to the Capaccio/Paestum train station
→ Make sure to ask the reception it in time if you want to profit from it!

Bus / carpool service: those of you that booked the bus will be leaving:
→ right after the conference ends if your plane / train is after 16:00
→ in the morning (9:00 a.m.) with carpools if your plane is at 13:00

As mentioned, a Box Lunch will be provided, according to your request! A form will be circulated (which will 
include also any dietary needs)

Travelling information
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Finalize your registration as soon as possible
→ while you can do it anytime during your stay, this will speed up actions on the last day

Be ready with the luggage if you are taking the bus
→ there is a luggage storage room, you can eventually drop it there before the talks on Friday

Reminders
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In the breaks before dinner…

Seaside close by!

→ Several free beaches

→  Brief  (10’ ) walk 

https://maps.app.goo.gl/i7oxHy4gD8Gtf8VM8

https://maps.app.goo.gl/i7oxHy4gD8Gtf8VM8

